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In March this year, the Fryer Library acquired an illuminated leaf from a book of hours. ;OLSLHML_LTWSPÄLZRL`MLH[\YLZVMTLKPL]HS
manuscripts and provides an insight into one of 
the most popular texts of the late middle ages. 
Comparable to an early type of missal, which 
is now used for prayer and worship in Roman 
Catholicism, books of hours developed from 
monastic breviaries. While breviaries contained 
the prayers, hymns and excerpts from scripture 
[OH[JVTWYPZLK[OL+P]PUL6MÄJLJLSLIYH[LK
daily by religious orders, books of hours were 
designed for lay men and women’s private 
worship.
Three of the major prayers included in books of 
hours—the Hours of the Virgin, the Hours of the 
Holy Cross, and the Hours of the Holy Spirit—
were modelled on the canonical hours of the 
+P]PUL6MÄJL4H[PUZ3H\KZ1 Prime, Terce, Sext, 
Nones, Vespers, and Compline). Embellishments 
were added to the text, including initials and 
PSS\Z[YH[PVUZPUYPJOJVSV\YZ^OPJOVM[LUYLÅLJ[LK
the liturgical seasons.  The decorations and 
illustrations, included as an aid to piety for lay 
V^ULYZ^LYLHZPNUPÄJHU[MHJ[VYPU[OLNLUYL»Z
continued popularity. Indeed, from the mid-1200s 
to the mid-1500s more books of hours were 
produced than any other type of text.2 
Books of hours were initially produced in 
scriptoria on vellum and were expensive to 
produce. Copies were often customised for 
wealthy owners, and there are records of books 
being passed through generations of families. 
As printing developed, they became more 
widely available and increasingly in demand by 
a prosperous middle class. Consequently, these 
books became objects of great sentimental, 
spiritual, and status value. 
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genre. Hand written in a gothic script on animal 
skin, both recto and verso contain fourteen lines 
VM[L_[ILNPUUPUNILSV^[OLÄYZ[Y\SLKSPUL0UP[PHS
letters are delicately embellished in gold, red, 
and blue and the name of each of the hours is 
rubricated. Like the majority of books of hours, it 
is written in Latin. 
The partial text of Sext and the text of Nones 
and Vespers clearly identify the leaf as part of 
the hours of the Holy Cross. Tracing the events 
VM*OYPZ[»ZJY\JPÄ_PVU-Y`LY»Z[L_[KLZJYPILZ[^V
central moments, Christ being nailed to the cross: 
‘Hora sexta Ihesus est cruci conclavatus’,3 and 
Christ’s death: ‘hora nona Ihesus expiravit. Hely 
clamans animam patri commendavit. Latus eius 
lancia milex perfora; terra tune tremuit et sol 
obscuravit’.4  
The leaf’s modest dimensions (185 x 138 mm) 
are also consistent with a practical, portable size 
for personal devotion. Most striking is the use 
of gold leaf and the red, blue and green colours 
HWWSPLKPU[OLKLJVYH[P]LÅVYHSIVYKLY-SV^LYZ
are a common decoration in books of hours 
and often symbolise religious themes.5 In this 
L_HTWSL[OL]P]PKYLKÅV^LYZLJOV[OL[L_[»Z
theme of Christ’s passion. The single leaf does 
not include any particular detailed illustrations; a 
TPUPH[\YLVM[OLJY\JPÄ_PVU\Z\HSS`WYLJLKLZ[OL
hours of the Holy Cross.
;OPZUL^S`HJX\PYLKTHU\ZJYPW[PZ\ZLKPUÄYZ[
year history tutorials and allows the students to 
have the experience of examining, transcribing 
and engaging with a medieval text.  Along with 
Fryer’s vellum manuscript fragment containing 
parts of St John’s gospel, Leaf 294 of Ranulf 
Higden’s Polychronicon, and the oldest book 
in the collection, the +LJYL[HSLZ, this leaf from a 
book of hours provides a fascinating glimpse into 
the medieval world.
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